Walbottle Village Primary School - Scheme of Work –Year 3
Geography
Autumn 2018
Topic Theme and Overview:
As we learn about Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron
Age we will look at maps to compare changes to the earth,
particularly when looking at the changes caused to the
planet by the Ice Age. We will look at settlements and the
way the land was used by prehistoric humans during these
periods.

New vocabulary:

The Stone Age
Trips and Visitors:

Resources:
Books
Box of delight
Internet

Supporting Writing:
Narrative:

Questioning
Observation
Work outcomes
Learning outcomes:

Stone Age ,Ice age, Iron age, Palaeolithic, Mesolithic,
Neolithic, mammoth, fur pelt, weapons, Skara Brae,
hammerstone, antler, handaxe, cave painting,
archaeologists, land, shift, water, materials, climate,
habitat, settlements, towns,, homes

Supporting Reading:
Fiction:
Non-fiction:
Maps

Opportunities to assess pupil
progress:

All – will understand that the changes
To the land caused by the Ice Age impacted life.
Will know some features of settlements and lives during the
Stone Age - Iron Age period.

Insert image of topic/ theme

Most – Will be able to use books and the internet to research
life and settlements during these periods.
Will be able to compare maps of then and now to look at
differences.
Will be able to discuss and compare life then to life today.
Will produce a non-chronological report.
Some –Will understand how changes to the land impacted
lives.

Recount from time travel

Non-narrative:

Non- Chronological report.

Non-narrative:

Supporting Numeracy:

British Values:Mutual respect- listening to the
Views of others.

Tasks/activities informed by National Curriculum:
1. Will compare then and now pictures and maps of the Ice Age to now.
2. Will learn about settlements as part of case study on Stone Age man “Otter”.
3. Will write a recount from imaginary time travelling trip to the Stone Age
4. Will research the Stone Age in preparation of report writing
5. Will write a non-chronological report about the Stone Age

